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SMARTEN UP! KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
Welcome to Business-Sense Vigilante
Your Hub for Start-up Management  Company Formation  Entrepreneur Coaching
and off-the-beaten-track insights. Look at biz  health  tech & more from a different angle!

Explore in August’s Issue


Entrepreneur - Company Formation UAE
Northern Emirates Free Zones in UAE offer fixed price SME packages



Technology Intel
Singularity - just a fantasy of a technocratic hit man named Ray Kurzweil or soon to be reality?
Facebook a friendly social platform or a giant surveillance tech corp?



Future of Money Vigilante
Cashless Society - IMF Proposes Central Bank Digital Currencies To Crush Cryptocurrencies



Smarten up - Next Awareness Seminars
Next dates Sept. 5, 2017



Health - What Doctors Rarely Tell You…
Dangers of “Smart-Technology”



News Bites
Dubai going Blockchain & ambitious plans to build a 3D 80 storey skyscraper
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Virtual Office & Business Addresses
Get a business address in prime locations in Dubai, Abu Dhabi or Sharjah
Run your business professionally without the cost of a full-time physical office.

Test the waters before you do a full legal
set up. You can establish a marketing presence with a virtual office. The virtual office
plans include call answering services and
mail handling with a professional business
address in a prestigious location such as
Dubai Sheikh Zayed Road, TECOM or Business Bay. Prices vary slightly depending on location. Packages start from AED
920 per month (based on 12 months contract) for phone call answering, PO Box address. Enjoy the full virtual office package, with business address, mail handling, telephone answering and business lounge access, as well as access to a
global network of business centers.
Call us today +971-508462421 or
email to co@globaloffice24.biz
Complete Start-up Solutions from
Entrepreneur Coaching, Business-Set up
Seminars to handling entire legal set up on your
behalf. We get things done!
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Entrepreneur & Company Formation UAE
Northern Emirates Free Zones in UAE offer fixed price SME packages
These set ups are designed for individual Entrepreneurs or SMEs who
wish to keep costs as low as possible.
The SME Solutions offer the following benefits:

Biz E-Guide USD 19,90
Set up Your Business
in the UAE
Download Link:
http://www.gotobusinesssense.com/e-guide/

• Cost effective set up starting from AED 12,000
(excl. visa fees) up to AED 35,000
• Fast set up process: 1 - 3 days to complete registration
process (if individual owner)
• Visa packages: 1-2 depending on Free Zone
• Smart Office Solution: usually a desk space provided in a
business center type office within the Free Zone
• No Share Capital Proof required upon registration*
• No Audit*
Note: *Rules may change with the introduction of VAT in January 2018 .

Need assistance in setting up your business?
Contact us for a detailed quote on +971-50-8462421.

Technology Intel
Singularity - just a fantasy of a technocratic hit man named
Ray Kurzweil or soon to be reality?
What is Singularity?
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Skype: dubaibiz
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The technological singularity (referred to as singularity) is the hypothesis that the invention of artificial superintelligence will abruptly
trigger runaway technological growth, resulting in unfathomable
changes to human civilization. According to this hypothesis, an upgradable intelligent agent (such as a computer running softwarebased artificial general intelligence) would enter a “runaway reaction” of self-improvement cycles, with each new and more intelligent
generation appearing more and more rapidly, causing an intelligence
explosion and resulting in a powerful superintelligence that would,
qualitatively, far surpass all human intelligence.
“At the onset of the twenty-first century, humanity stands on the verge of the most transforming
and thrilling period in its history. It will be an era in which the very nature of what it means to be
human will be both enriched and challenged, as our species breaks the shackles of it genetic legacy and achieves inconceivable heights of intelligence, material progress, and longevity…”

Visit our Blog
http://www.gotobusinesssense.com/blog/
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Read full article: http://www.gotobusiness-sense.com/where-dowe-go-from-here-singularity-transhumanism/
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Technology Intel cont.
Facebook a friendly social platform or giant surveillance tech corp?

Global Office Services
http://www.gotobusinesssense.com/services/

Facebook says on its website it won’t ever sell users’ data, but the
company is poised to cash in on facial recognition in other ways. The
market for facial recognition is forecast to grow to $9.6 billion by
2022, according to analysts at Allied Market Research, as companies
look for ways to authenticate and recognize repeat customers in
stores, or offer specific ads based on a customer’s gender or age.
Facebook is working on advanced recognition technology that would
put names to faces even if they are obscured and identify people by
their clothing and posture. Facebook has filed patents for technology allowing Facebook to tailor ads based on users’ facial expressions.
Source: https://www.technocracy.news/index.php/2017/08/02/
facebook-dont-face/
Read more about Facebook behind the curtain:
http://markzuckerberg.news/

Check out our free
Download Section
http://www.gotobusinesssense.com/downloads/

http://www.gotobusinesssense.com/business-news/

Future of Money Vigilante
Cashless Society - IMF Proposes Central Bank Digital Currencies To
Crush Cryptocurrencies
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has
recently pushed out a staff discussion note
called “Fintech and Financial Services: Initial
Considerations” which provides a wealth of
detail in how the organisation takes view on
the current rise of cryptocurrencies.
The IMF paper focusses largely on the role DLT can play in crossborder payments and ends on the role that the organisation feels
they can play on a global scale to coordinate and regulate digital assets, largely, it appears, by supporting the role of central banks in
their quest for creating their own CBDCs and assisting in designing
the future regulatory environment.

In other words, push current private cryptocurrencies into a subservient role and let central banks take control:
Read full article: http://www.gotobusiness-sense.com/the-cashlesssociety/
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Expand your Reach
Become an Affiliate Partner or
Advertise with us!

for further details on advertising
options in our
Newsletter publication.
http://www.gotobusiness-sense.com/
contact/

Become an Inspiring
Entrepreneur
http://www.gotobusiness-sense.com/12commandments-to-become-a-inspiringentrepreneur-and-human-being/

Smarten up - Next Awareness Seminars
Game Changer Series - There is more to modern life than
meets the eye...

Gain new insights from hundreds of hours of research into topics off
the mainstream coverage. Learn better self-care, develop an awake
mind, up-level mental & physical health by looking at aspects of life/
work/business from a completely different angle. Re-invent yourself
180°C! Step out of mainstream thinking & behavior into selfawareness. Hear about topics never aired on mainstream TV/media
that profoundly impact modern society. Dive into off the beaten track
tips & resources. Upgrade your life in meaningful & practical ways.
Learn to discern fake data from truly helpful and health empowering
information.
Learn vital information how to protect your body, mind and business against an
increasing soup of disruptive microwave technology & learn what else is in
store for us. Venue: Dubai TBA — Dates: Sept. 5 — Fee: AED 500
Payment Terms: in advance through Paypal. Registration: co@globaloffice24.biz

Business Sense Coachings Health - What Doctors Rarely Tell You
are deliberately designed to be off
the beaten track and include mindprovoking information from
alternative media sources.
Christine Orth differentiates her
coachings from the all pervasive
superficial business mantra that is
purely focusing on performance.

She uses insights from ancient
wisdom techniques, information
from science and tech and offers a
truly perception changing new world
view on current matters and how we
could do business and what kind of
entrepreneurs the world really
needs.

Want to know how to
transform old beliefs into
improved decision making?

Interested in holistic health coaching, getting well again?
Want true information beyond mainstream health talk?
Contact co@globaloffice24.biz
Dangers of “Smart-Technology”
While largely unknown and rarely discussed, there's evidence to suggest a significant percentage of the diseases we now face is related to
electromagnetic interference (EMI), so-called "dirty electricity,"
and microwave radiation from cellphones, routers, portable phones,
smart meters and more. In a nutshell, these kinds of exposures impact
your biology, specifically your mitochondrial function, which we've
now come to appreciate is at the heart of virtually all chronic disease.
Sunlight is a natural or native form of electromagnetic frequency
(EMF), and this type of EMF exposure is not only healthy but a vital
part of maintaining healthy biology. Non-native or artificial EMF exposures, on the other hand, do quite a bit of harm.

Read full articles:
http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2017/08/05/smart-meter-dangers.aspx?
utm_source=dnl&utm_medium=email&utm_content=art1&utm_campaign=20170805Z1_UCM&et_cid=DM1
53152&et_rid=5267599

https://www.technocracy.news/index.php/2017/08/03/global-smart-grid-market-growing-at-30per-year/
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News Bites
Dubai’ Ambitious Plans: World first, Dubai announces it will 3D
print an 80 storey skyscraper in 2020

Are you ready for the
next move - becoming an
entrepreneur yourself?

Dubai’s rulers have announced that, starting in 2020 they will begin
construction of the world’s first 3D printed skyscraper – a 1,375 foot
tall building with eighty floors that revolve, yes, revolve, around a
concrete core. Evidently 3D printing a skyscraper isn’t enough – it has
to revolve too… but hey, this is Dubai and they don’t do anything by
halves.
Full article: http://www.globalfuturist.org/2017/04/world-first-dubai-announces
-it-will-3d-print-an-80-storey-skyscraper-in-2020/

7-Steps to Become a
responsible
New Entrepreneur

Dubai going Blockchain
Download free report
“Building the Hyperconnected Future
on Blockchains-Dubai”

What do you
need to know?

The Dubai Blockchain Strategy, is
a result of a collaboration beStep 1: How to start your Business
tween the Smart Dubai Office
cost effectively
and the Dubai Future Foundation to continually explore and
Step 2: Marketing that Works
evaluate the latest technology
Step 3: Pick your Team
innovations that demonstrate an opportunity to deliver more seamless, safe, efficient, and impactful city experiences.
Step 4: Organize your Resources
Step 5: Manage your Finances
Step 6: Challenges & Pitfalls
Step 7: Communication &
Digitalization

New Entrepreneur
Coaching
Find our more:
http://www.gotobusinesssense.com/services/entrepreneurcoaching/
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Blockchain technology is a new, powerful tool that is already shaping
the future of the Internet with simple, safe and secure transactions.
The Dubai Blockchain Strategy will help to create the future of Dubai.
New Wave of Economic Opportunity & Digital Innovation
The Dubai Blockchain strategy will usher in economic opportunity for
all sectors in the city, and cement Dubai’s reputation as a global technology leader, in line with Smart Dubai’s mandate to become global
leader in the smart economy, fuelling entrepreneurship and global
competitiveness.
Read full article: http://www.gotobusiness-sense.com/dubai-going-blockchain/

Biz-Vigilante July Newsletter Issue - click here
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Author & Owner of Global Office FZE: Christine Orth
Christine has spent more than 18+ years working in the field of company incorporation, coaching and start-up management. She combines biz & health and
provides comprehensive advice - including off-the-beaten track guidance - and
helps each client successfully navigate the maze of set up technicalities.

Contact Global Office FZE
Christine Orth
phone +971-50-8462421
co@globaloffice24.biz or skype: dubaibiz

Christine assists each client to move from A-Z through the bureaucratic minefield of document clearance, residence visa application and bank account opening. She manages the entire communication and legal framework with local authorities on behalf of her clients.
Christine's passion is further encompassing workplace wellbeing, new entrepreneur coaching, holistic health and truthful informed life management.

Her own Publication E-Book “Victory Over Cancer Is A Decision” deals with
how to overcome cancer in natural ways using non-conventional wisdom...
Order from http://www.vianovalife.com/gravity-landing/victoryovercancerisadecision/
More Information on Global Office FZE and how we can help you!

Want to start a new company & need help with technicalities?
Sign up for our free monthly
Business Sense
Newsletter
http://www.gotobusiness-sense.com/
business-news/

Look for a professional start-up support to get your
operation up and running from scratch?
Want guidance to move from employee to entrepreneur?
Interested in a comprehensive company formation seminar?
Want to get your health back on track to focus on growing
your business?

Contact us for an initial free consultation!

During times of universal
deceit, telling the truth
becomes a revolutionary act.
George Orwell
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